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Fisher & Paykel at Ideal Home of the Future 

 
Fisher & Paykel’s famous DishDrawer® Wide, CoolDrawer and induction hob have 
been chosen for the Ideal Home of the Future in Glasgow. These innovative 
products, already on show at the Ideal Home of the Future in London, are yours 
to enjoy in Scotland today. 
 

  
 
The new 90cm wide dishwasher in a drawer fits 9 place settings and has 9 wash 
programmes including eco options. Other features include delay start, key lock 
and child lock, rinse aid indicator and a flexible racking system which 
accommodates plates up to 315mm. The slide-and-fold tines allow small cups, 
large mugs or long-stemmed wine glasses to be placed where required. Small 
items and knives can be secured in clips or the removable cutlery basket.  
 
CoolDrawer is the first multi-temperature cooling drawer worldwide. CoolDrawer 
can be changed at the touch of a button into a fridge, freezer, pantry, chiller or 
wine storage.  The five temperature settings allow your food to be fresher and 
better maintain its natural vitamins. 
 
CoolDrawer complements your existing refrigeration and gives you the freedom 
to place it wherever you want. It is an integrated product but an EZKleen 
stainless steel design is available. CoolDrawer is easy to install and as easy to 
open as a kitchen drawer. 
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Induction offers fast, efficient and safe 
cooking through electromagnetic 
vibrations, which heat your cookware 
directly rather than indirectly through the 
glass surface. This cooking technology not 
only saves time, but is also more energy 
efficient as no heat is wasted. 
 
Power Boost, Auto Heat Reduce, Gentle 
Heat, Pan Detection, Auto Spillage Off and 
Key Lock are a few of the features that 
make this appliance a must. 

 

 
 
Fisher & Paykel Appliances can be found in Scotland through Ashley Ann, Kitchen 
International, John Lewis, John Taylor stores and many more independent kitchen 
studios. 
 
Find out more at the Ideal Home of The Future 
http://www.idealhomeshowscotland.co.uk/ 
 
For more information on Fisher & Paykel’s appliances visit 
www.fisherpaykel.co.uk or call 0845 0662200. 
 
High-resolution images can be found on http://fisherpaykel.imagebank.com or 
email marketingeurope@fp.co.nz.  
 
 
About Fisher & Paykel Appliances 
Fisher & Paykel Appliances designs, manufactures and markets a range of 
innovative household appliances developed with a commitment to technology, 
design, user friendliness and environmental awareness. The company was 
founded in New Zealand in 1934 and has factories in New Zealand, North 
America, Thailand and Italy. 


